
GOOD EVENTS TO WRITE ABOUT

However, if you've thought about writing your own memoir, chances are that Not every event on this list will be
applicable to you, but a good.

It is very easy to get caught up in the events happening around you. Write about a movie or book that had a
very strong impression on you. I do this as often as possible, e. If possible, include additional comments from
the actual client to make the post especially engaging. Did you ever catch fireflies? Keep these considerations
in mind. Did you ever stick up for someone? Vary the formula for writing titles of list posts. Write about a
time when you gave someone good advice. Rally A rally is pretty synonymous with politics and social issues,
which take the form of a whole lot of people taking to the streets in support or against a specific shared cause.
You got involved in a group or sport at school or after school. In what way does the attention of the media on
religious figures like The Pope affect the way they behave? And if your transcript reflects any poor grades or
if your resume has gaps between positions, be sure to address them and provide brief explanations in the
essay. Walking tour Walking by name, walking by nature â€” these are group events led by an expert on the
location or focus of the tour â€” who takes the group between venues on foot. Use data only from authority
sources, and give them credit for the information. Should women's issues be more important in international
affairs? You opened a business or made an investment. Does getting involved in a scandal hurt or help a
celebrities career? How could we not? Is there any scientific evidence it works? Equally useful for families to
hash out what you should have for dinner or housemates to debate who needs to do the washing up. Internet
stars Partnering with and featuring the biggest Internet stars helps grow your following, so many content
creators are partnering up in order to stay competitive. One of the most famous is the world series of poker,
but there are lots of tournaments for board games, online games and competitive sports games too. Is it better
for young people to specialize in one sport from a young age? Is the United States responsible for keeping
peace around the world? Roundtable An event usually on a specific theme where all in attendance are posed
the same question, and then debate the answer. Experts are warning that the deep ocean is being damaged by
fishing, mining, and industry. Gifs give people the experience of a video and usually provide a ton of
entertainment.


